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Currently 17 Pressurised Heavy water Reactors (PHWRs), 2 Boiling water reactors (BWRs) 

and 1 Pressurised water reactor (PWR) are being operated for power production by Nuclear 

Power Corporation India Limited (NPCIL). For PHWRs, different types of fuel bundles are 

simulated by the integral transport theory code, CLUB using a combination of collision 

probability method and interface current technique and employing IAEA supplied 69 /172 group 

WIMS cross section library based on ENDF-BVI, BVII. Ring power factors are calculated at 

different burnups and are used to estimate linear heat rating. The two group neutron cross 

sections of different type of lattices at different core irradiations are also generated by lattice 

code CLUB. Wherever reactivity devices are present, supercell approach is adopted and the 

suitable incremental absorption cross sections are obtained using BOXER which is based on 3-D 

integral transport theory considering two neutron energy groups. Using the appropriate properties 

for normal lattices and ones affected by reactivity devices, fuel management and core follow up 

studies are carried out using 3-D diffusion theory based TRIVENI code. 

The KAPS-1 power rise transient on March 10, 2004 brought to focus the importance of 

accurate nuclear data for reactor physics estimation in Indian PHWRs. With IAEA supplied 

libraries in WIMS format we could satisfactorily resolve the rate of power increase. Stability 

analysis and sensitivity analysis was carried out for different incore burnup situations resulting 

from peak flux operation. The quantification of output uncertainties is necessary to adequately 

establish safety margins of nuclear facilities. The uncertainties in the integral parameters such as 

reactivity worth and coefficients due to cross section can be assessed using cross section 

covariance data produced directly from the uncertainties of measurements. Covariance data 

processing codes and sensitivity analysis tools have to be developed. The part of the uncertainty 

associated with the nuclear data is estimated by the adjustment method using different 

covariance evaluations using data sets such as ENDF B/VI, ENDF B/VII, JEF, JENDL etc. Other 

uncertainties are due to material dimension, density, isotopic composition measurements etc and 

the sensitivity matrix have to be developed based on measurements. 

For shielding design, nuclear heat generation rate, activity calculation, neutron flux related 

studies, doses in operating and accident conditions, decay heat, radioactivity release, photo 

neutron estimations accurate nuclear data and processing tools are needed to be augumented. 
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